Solvo.VBS is a state of the art vehicle booking software solution that allows cargo forwarders to book in any of the 24 time zones per day using a time-slotting technology and then automatically creates truck-visit schedules validated by TOS and Customs systems.

Solvo.VBS is also in charge of booking validation for each truck visit for AGMS thus allowing significant reduction in truck turnaround times and elimination of queues at the gate.

Solution highlights

**Simple integration**
Can easily be integrated with any ERP, PCS, TOS or other special software

**Multi-lingual**
By default the interface is available in English, Russian, Arabic but can easily be localized to support others

**Easily-adjustable**
The system's architecture allows changes by parameterization - programming is rarely needed
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Customs

Time-slotting technology
Each time slot is determined by the maximum number of transport vehicles (by category), which can be processed during the time assigned.

Truck-visit requests via WEB and PCS
The WEB portal or PCS allows to grant remote access to the System via the Internet (or local terminal network) e.g. for viewing reference information about terminal operations/orders/vessel calls etc. and is available to the shipping line agents and forwarders.
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